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Abstract—  
 

Elderly care is one of the most important aspect which have real-time activity recognition systems 

applications. Many other approaches of activity recognition can be done by the use of advanced 

cameras for monitoring, inertial sensors, depth cameras, body sensor networks. However these have 

various limitations due to privacy issues, coverage, ease - of-use, non-economical. with the rapid 

advancement of wireless networking in the recent years, We can recognize a person’s activities based 

on wearable sensors.  In this paper, we present a radio frequency identification (RFID) system to 

provide a high ease-of-use and to monitor the real time activities of a person.  Our system uses a 

Micro electro-mechanical sensor (MEMS) and a small RFID system(RFID reader along with passive 

tags),  RFID system  is for extended detection coverage of the person. We develop a system so as to 

easily monitor the body movements of a person on a smartphone. By the use of this Recognition 

method the advantages are of Low-cost with high reliability and also have less packet loss ratio. We 

have accuracy around 90% with response time of around 10 seconds. We use RFID in range of HF 

because if we go for UHF, system attenuation occurs at higher rates due to human body interference 

and it also leads to higher costs along with maintenance issues. 

 

Index terms—Activity recognition, wearable RFID system, MEMS 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Real time activity recognition plays a major role in many applications as of in elderly care as 

the number of elder people are increasing day by day in the world. With the reduction of the costs in 

wireless sensing devices, there is a trend in deploying the body sensor network (BSN) as the solution 

for the human centric applications like elderly care, health monitoring [1], activities of the person 

inside a building [2]. Many new applications are under active development to provide support for 

elderly people with diseases and impairments. Smart remainder system for people with memory 

impairment to monitor person’s activities and set remainders when the daily routine is not followed 

[3]. Emergency response systems for falling detection and dangerous behavioral movements of a 

person[4]. Independent physical activity recognition systems for long time activity/health 

monitoring[5]. Using activity recognition systems for the elderly people poses many challenges 

especially with the people with physical and mental impairments as they do not have ease-of-use—As 

most of the systems are designed for personal usage purposes which lag in the professional 
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supervision. So, For these kind of people we need to maintain a minimum effort continuously to 

maintain and re-configure the system. coverage—Many experiments for wireless communication for 

activity recognition by the means of Body Sensor Networks(BSN) were done but, By the use of BSN, 

The packet delivery ratio/accuracy is reduced because of the impermeability of the human body. So, 

obtaining the data/sensor readings at low power becomes a challenge[1]. Cost—To increase the 

efficiency of the system we may use sensor node at higher power levels but this in turn increases 

coverage and further more security problems, Although privacy can be achieved but the extra energy 

overloads leads to high cost and maintenance. 

 

Due to the fact of privacy Invasiveness of the computer based approaches, Wearable sensors 

based approaches have been widely adopted for the activity recognition [6]-[11]. So, to capture the 

sensor data which is related to the person’s activities, Smartphone’s/sensor nodes are worn on the 

person’s body. These sensor nodes form a Body sensor network (BSN). Earlier and existing works 

have shown the effectiveness of these wearable sensors which have high- coverage abilities for 

activity recognition. However these may not be applicable for the elderly people because of the ease-

of-use problems like the sensitiveness to the sensor displacement [12] and constant requirement of 

battery maintenance [13].So, In order to address the above limitations recent works mainly explore for 

the device-free activity recognition approaches by the use of RF signals [14]-[16]. So here we use 

only a single sensor and by this avoiding many sensors and sensor nodes to reduce the limitations of 

maintenance and ease-of-use. By the above approaches compared to the BSN approaches we pose no 

or minimum requirements on the person to wear devices for activity recognition as the 

transmitting/receiving devices are located near to the user, Limitation of coverage area is by the user’s 

mobility/movements. Much work has been done to get the best activity recognition accuracy in the 

home setting[2], Studies and scope lies on the importance to provide wide detection coverage and so 

involving the person/user to the outdoor activities[17]. 

In this paper we propose a novel approach as the proposed system uses RF signals for 

detecting the passive RFID tags which in turn helps for the location of a person inside a building. We 

use the passive tags as they are of low-cost, Battery free and encapsulated devices that can be set on 

any area/location, these can be even easily wearable by the user. Once installed, these passive tags 

require no further maintenance efforts as of the BSN nodes and can even survive in harsh 

environments/conditions. Our system uses a RFID reader and this reader is equipped on the user’s 

body along with other modules. Efforts were taken to increase the coverage and the accuracy in the 

readings by reducing the wearing and maintenance of the RF-based approach of the activity 

recognition[18]. 

A sensor system is proposed in this paper which is based on micro electro-mechanical sensor 

(MEMS). The micro-mechanical device which is embedded with electronic/electrical system and 

fabricated through IC manufacturing and micro-machining process. In this micro machining process 

the material is shaped by etching away the micro layers and so called MEMS.We use MEMS because 

of it’s compact size and volume, it is cheaper and has a very low power consumption, It is highly 

resistant to heat, shock, vibration with improved thermal expansion tolerance. The use of MEMS can 

be found everywhere in consumer appliances, automobiles, computer peripherals, military, bio-

technology and so on.In this project we use a 3- Axis orientation/Motion detection sensor(A low 

profile capacitive MEMS sensor featuring upto 6-bit data samples per second or at the rate of user 

configuration), with the weight of the sensor around 1.5 grams. 
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In our project we propose a system with indoor location sensing or the location sensing with a 

very less radius by implementing the very easily accessible wireless devices so that we can make use 

of the existing infrastructures, 802.11, infrared, RFID, ultrasonic are the types of location sensing 

systems each having their own strength. In this paper we implement 802.11b (Wi-Fi) standard from 

transmitting the data from the reader module to a reading device (Laptop/smartphone) in a specific 

range. 

 

To sum up, this paper gives the following contributions :- 

 A wearable RFID reader module and use of passive tags helps in high coverage area which is suitable 

for elderly care. 

 The use of MEMS sensor to know the Real-time activities of the person for activity recognition. 

 Data from the sensor is processed and sent to smart devices over a 802.11b standard (Wi-Fi) module, 

so it will be easier to track/monitor real-time activities and address the person when fall detection 

occurs. 

 Various movements of the subject are tested and verified the time of response under the subject’s 

abnormal movements/positions.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 
2.1 wearable sensor – based activity recognition 

 Much work has been done using the BSN’s for activity recognition [6]-[11]. These deploy 

many accelerometer sensors on the subjects body to capture the body movements. By implementing 

certain types of MAC and routing protocols they set these sensor nodes for better quality of the sensor 

data. Advantage of BSN is that they provide high coverage and fine-grained activity recognition as 

the user wears the sensors and moves. But, because of their limitations they are not widely adopted for 

elderly care applications. One of the issue is caused by sensor displacement [5] and another limitation 

is that the sensor nodes are battery powered and constant maintenance to the system must be done by 

checking, charging, replacing batteries. So, differently we use the RFID system for location sensing in 

activity recognition. The advantages of them are of low cost, easy maintenance especially the passive 

tags of RFID does not need any maintenance [19]. Because of use of low cost passive tags our system 

becomes more energy efficient when compared to the use of BSN’s. By the use of a smartphone based 

system we track the subject/person’s movements easily on our smartphone. The use of smartphone 

based activity recognition system has increasing its usage [7]-[10]. But in [7] the authors use the 

Smartphone’s in-built accelerometer to perform the activity recognition by placing the phone in the 

front pocket’s of the user’s pants. In [9] authors use of combination of sensor nodes and also 

smartphone is for practical activity recognition. Apart from the above work, we only use the 

smartphone to monitor the sensor positions which are displaced on a smartphone with the help of the 

Wi-Fi module. Activity sensing is done by the MEMS sensor which is set at the chest position of the 

subject and we use the RFID tags for location sensing indoors. 

 

2.2 Real-time activity recognition 

 Apart from the use of sensor for detecting the position of the subject there are many 

approaches with and without the use of the sensors for real time activity recognition. Various RF-

based approaches have been proposed to perform the activity recognition with a device free manner, 

In this approach user requires no or minimum number of devices to perform the activity recognition. 

[20] Describes the activities of the users by using the Wi-Fi signals where user is involved in gestures 

and moving [20,21] breathing and heart beat[22]. 
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 The detailed information is obtained by the signal strength of different frequency bands that 

are extracted from reflecting Wi-Fi signals from the person’s body to detect their activities.Recent 

researches are done on the backscatter technology which have attracted much interest because of the 

low-cost and low-power properties. Various researches have been done on this technique especially 

for activity recognition[23-25].Various works include LANDMARC [19] and TASA[14] which track 

the activities of the user/subject by using fixed RFID and tag arrays. These capture the patterns of the 

RFID signal by mobility of objects to perform accurate tracking and localization.The author’s of [1] 

use radio patterns extracted/collected from a BSN to recognize the user activities. These patterns are 

estimated based on the arrival packets within a time window are extracted and used as a reference to 

recognize the corresponding activity. In[18], authors use a tracking of motion of objects behind the 

walls by organized network of sensor nodes. Different links across the area is measured and recorded, 

the variance values caused by moving objects is computed and processed by “Variance-based radio 

tomography imaging algorithm”.The work presented in this paper differs from the above mentioned 

approaches in the following pints. Most of the existing RF-based approaches gives only the 

availability of fixed transmitter/receiving devices which are located near the user [14]- [16] [18] [20] 

[22] [26-29] with this the coverage area becomes limited, this work achieves a high coverage area by 

the use of tags at specific location of the building so as to detect the area in which the user is present. 

We only use a single sensor with high precision and the response time of the sensor is too quick, so it 

will be easy for the data collection for activity recognition. Secondly, some works depend on 

specialized devices to capture the readings. Though such devices now-a-days are easily available, In 

this work we use a general purpose processor which is quite affordable and its fast processing helps in 

taking better reading from the sensor. Unlike the use of BSN we use the passive RFID technique and 

implement a single MEMS sensor with a 3-axis orientation/motion detection to reduce the 

maintenance and increasing the activity recognition. 

 

 

III. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

 
3.1 Hardware setup 

In this section, we introduce our setup and conduct the preliminary experimental results to 

show the tag readings and it’s performance characteristics under other controlled conditions and other 

for activity recognition.We use a RFID reader module (EM-18) for RFID tag readings. It has a 

reading distance range of upto 10cm (for the prototype) with a operating frequency of 125khz. The 

size of the reader module is 32mm(length) × 32mm(width) × 8mm(height). This has a 5v input. We 

use the RFID tags of the credit card size (we use passive tags). RFID tags are used to locate the 

person’s location inside a particular setting or location (we can even say it might be a home setting). 

We use a MEMS sensor (MMA7660FC) for gathering the data on person’s movements or positions. 

MMA7660FC is a 3- axis orientation/ motion detection sensor which is around 1.5 gms with a digital 

output. As the sensor has a digital output, we use a ARM7 processor of LPC214x series to analyze the 

output and send it to a reading device (we use a LCD device on the circuit board and also we use a 

smartphone to read the output for the prototype) The input operating voltage of MEMS is of 2.4-3.6 

volts and a temperature range of operating is -40 to +85 . The output of the processor is sent to a 

smartphone for easy accessibility of viewing. The data from the processor is sent to a smartphone with 

the help of a Wi-Fi module (Wio4). Tag readings obtained from the reader are sent wirelessly through 

a serial-to Wi-Fi adapter and the readings are received over a smartphone. We use a Motorola G4plus 

smartphone running over Android 7.1 and has a 1.5Ghz octal-core processor. 
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Fig. 1.  Components used 

 

3.2 Reading RFID Tags 

RFID tags used in our project are to increase the coverage area/ usability of our equipment. 

We use the passive tags as they require no further maintenance and are easy to use. We use these 

passive tags in specified locations of a particular area (for suppose we use two tags in two rooms of a 

building and give them as area1 and area2). Whenever the reader module comes in range with the tag 

it gives the location update to the Smartphone through a Wi-Fi module (from the output of the 

processor after analysis). With the help of the 16-bit EPC over a RFID tag we feed its data to the 

processor (we use the 16-bit electronic product code [EPC] stored on the tag as it’s ID).   

 

3.3 Potential Of Activity Recognition 

All the hardware equipment i.e., the processor, the reader module and the Wi-Fi module are 

placed on a board and are mounted at the waist of a person/subject (for the proto-type model). The 

MEMS is attached to the chest area if a person (directly over the skin on the chest as MEMS is a 

highly sensitive capacitive accelerometer). The output of MEMS are given to a processor (MEMS has 

a digital output). With the use of MEMS we have the advantage of low power consumption, compact 

size, portability, high detection sensitivity and many more. 

So, the person with all the mounted equipment is observed when the subject is carrying out 

various basic motions of bending forward, bending backward, left or right. Whenever the sensor 

detects a freefall situation then the alert will be sent to the Smartphone along with a loud buzzer is 

activated (remember that we use the project for elderly care and however we have not used a buzzer 

in this proto-type model). 

The time duration for the detection in the change of a motion is around 5 to 10 seconds which 

we can give it as a time resolution and the minimum angle with which the change can be detected is 

greater than or equal to 45 degrees (between 45 to 90degrees). The equipment of the sensor is 

completely fixed at the chest of the person/subject to get the maximum readability and we can achieve 

maximum possibility in results. 

All the readings from the sensor are analyzed by the processor and then sent to the 

Smartphone and we can easily track the movements of the subject from time-to-time. All the above 

description is given in the figure2 where we have used all the hardware including the processor. 
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Fig.2. Hardware setup 

 

 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
The above preliminary studies have shown the potential of using the reader and the RFID tags 

for activity recognition. In this section, we give a detailed design of the RFID based real-time activity 

recognition system including the sensing, data processing, data transferring and the algorithm 

developed to get the activities done by the subject. 

 

4.1 Tag Placement 

We only use the RFID passive tags to find out the subject’s location (for example in a 

particular room of a building). We attach the tags in particular areas of the rooms or for suppose 

simply at the entrance of the room. This placement strategy ensures that no matter how, It will have 

no error in recognition as the person/subject will have no other way to enter a particular area (it’s just 

like a particular employee entering into a high-end facility only after gaining certain access). 

As said above, with the electronic product code we develop an algorithm, so as to identify the 

area in which the subject is located can be traced whenever we get a particular tag reading. Here, the 

reader module is the key so that we will be able to recognize the area/location of the person. So, the 

entire performance is dependent on the reader module. The system performance of recognition 

accuracy and battery consumption is dependent on the power of the reader module (so, in order to 

make it less expensive we use a basic reader module of 10cm reading range as we use it only for 

testing purpose).  

 

4.2 Data Analysis 

 Given that we use a 3- Axis accelerometer, in our project we detect the body movements like 

bending forward, bending backward, turning left, turning right and a normal movement. If there is 

anything other than these movements the sensor detects fall and gives shake detection called as tilt. 

This tilt can be set based on our requirement by setting the axis range of the sensor based on the axis 

movements. By using the serial clock and serial data input of the sensor we connect the sensor to the 

processor and the readings are analyzed by the processor and the readings are sent to the Smartphone 

after analyzing the sensors data by the processor (about the current position of the subject). Whenever 

there is a change in the orientation of the sensor, the Smartphone is updated with the current position 

if the subject and ones there is a fall detection TILT is observed at the sensor end and a alert is passed 

to the Smartphone. We use a 16 by 2 LCD on the prototype for easy analysis of the data and our 

proto-type working (we can even implement our project without LCD also).  
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4.3 Real-Time Recognition Algorithm 

The main goal of our system is to achieve real-time recognition. So for that we need mainly 

two requirements 

Online. In [30] authors present a offline recognition system where they cannot perform real-

time recognition because they need to wait for the current activity to finish before recognition and 

waiting time will be uncertain. The algorithm for real-time recognition must be online which can be 

recognized but not after the complete activity has happened. Here we apply a Wi-Fi transmitter to 

immediately send the data in the pre-described range. By this data will be already available even 

before the next instance is completed. 

Continuous. To achieve the real-time recognition we need to get the data before the delay 

bound and it should be regularly monitored. So for this purpose to make the monitoring work easy we 

use a smartphone for monitoring purpose and all the data collected is transferred to it by using a Wi-Fi 

transmitter. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
Here, we present a RFID-based system for Real-time activity recognition as we aim in 

providing a easy usage of solution with high detection capacity by the use of MEMS which supports 

the applications like elderly care. We implement a proto-type model and the results are pretty 

satisfactory, apart from the time taken for recognition process, we get a very high possibility of 

movement detection without much delays as this is only a prototype model. By the use of the Wi-Fi 

module and a smartphone with tags we gain a  higher accuracy in detection of the subject along with 

the area location. As of this initial work, the limitations of our system is that firstly, RFID systems are 

still cumbersome for wearing. We use a RFID reader for reading tags which is included in the system 

which the subject wears and this makes the wearing system much more complex. Secondly, for the 

easy access in the readings we use a smartphone and a wi-fi transmission module. The Wi-Fi module 

consumes much more power as it should continuously on while the prototype is installed. 

 

So, as a result we use much more hardware and so, we require much more power for all the 

modules combined. We use a development board of the processor rather than a specific purpose 

processor for this prototype model. So finally as a result our whole system might be slightly complex 

for the subject to wear. So other than the use of the RFID systems we are working on areas of other 

detection mechanisms and the usage of much more optimized hardware solutions for mobile 

applications. 
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